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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a device for ad-
justing the rolling positions of rolling rolls constituting a
three-roll mandrel mill used for manufacturing seamless
pipes or tubes, see for example JP 2005 131 706 A. More
particularly, the present invention relates to a rolling po-
sition adjusting device capable of restraining poor roll-
biting of the front edge part of a pipe or tube material
rolled by a three-roll mandrel mill or capable of restraining
a decrease in circumferential length of the rear edge part
of the pipe or tube material. Hereinafter, "pipe or tube"
is referred to as "pipe" when deemed appropriate.

[Background Art]

[0002] As a mandrel mill that is equipment for manu-
facturing seamless pipes, a two-roll mandrel mill has con-
ventionally been used in which two opposed rolling rolls
(grooved rolls) are disposed on respective rolling stands,
and are arranged alternately so that the rolling direction
of rolling roll of a rolling stand is shifted by 90 degrees
from that of an adjacent rolling stand. Also, a three-roll
mandrel mill has been used in which three rolling rolls
(grooved rolls) are disposed on respective rolling stands
so that the angle between the rolling directions is 120
degrees, and are arranged alternately so that the rolling
direction of a rolling roll of a rolling stand is shifted by 60
degrees from that of an adjacent rolling stand.
[0003] It has been known that the three-roll mandrel
mill is less liable to a problem of plastic deformation such
as poor piercing of pipe material than the two-roll mandrel
mill.
[0004] Therefore, in the case where the three-roll man-
drel mill is used, to decrease the equipment size (reduce
the number of rolling stands) or to increase the manu-
facturing capability, it is thought that the working ratio of
pipe material per one rolling stand is increased as com-
pared with the case where the two-roll mandrel mill is
used.
[0005] However, the increase in the working ratio of
pipe material per one rolling stand poses a problem that
it is difficult for the front edge part of pipe material to bite
stably (to secure the roll-biting property). In particular, in
the case where the three-roll mandrel mill is used, the
change in roll diameter of a rolling roll is smaller (the
difference between the roll diameter of a groove bottom
part and the roll diameter of a flange part is smaller) than
the case where the two-roll mandrel mill is used. There-
fore, it is more difficult to secure the roll-biting property
of the front edge part of pipe material in the case where
the three-roll mandrel mill is used.
[0006] Also, it has been found that due to the non-
steady phenomenon at the time when the pipe material
is rolled, as shown in Figure 4, the cross sections of the
pipe edges (the front pipe edge and the rear pipe edge)

have a long circumferential length because of being free
ends, but excluding the pipe edges, the circumferential
length of the rear edge part is short partially. In particular,
in the case where the three-roll mandrel mill is used, it is
more difficult to secure the circumferential length than
the case where the two-roll mandrel mill is used (for ex-
ample, refer to JP2005-111518A, paragraph 0004).
Therefore, in the case where the three-roll mandrel mill
is used, it is necessary to compensate for a non-steady
portion (a portion in which the circumferential length is
short partially) in the rear edge part.

[Summary of Invention]

[0007] The present invention has been made to solve
the above problems of prior art, and accordingly an object
thereof is to provide a rolling position adjusting device
capable of restraining poor roll-biting of the front edge
part of a pipe or tube material rolled by a three-roll man-
drel mill or capable of restraining a decrease in circum-
ferential length of the rear edge part of the pipe or tube
material.
[0008] To solve the above problems, the present in-
ventor conducted studies earnestly, and resultantly
found that poor roll-biting of the front edge part of pipe
or tube material can be restrained if rolling rolls are put
on standby at a position at which they are open more as
compared with the rolling time (at a position distant from
the center of pipe or tube material) before the front edge
part of pipe or tube material begins to be rolled, and the
rolling rolls are moved in the closing direction (in the di-
rection of approaching the center of pipe or tube material)
immediately after the front edge part of pipe or tube ma-
terial has begun to be rolled. The present invention was
completed based on this new knowledge of the present
inventor.
[0009] The present invention provides a device with
the features according to claim 1.
[0010] According to the above-described preferred
configuration, the yield of the front edge part of pipe or
tube material can be increased.
[0011] The present invention also provides a method
for manufacturing seamless pipes or tubes, wherein a
three-roll mandrel mill that adopts the device for adjusting
the rolling positions of rolling rolls described above is
used.
[0012] Also, to solve the above problems, the present
inventor conducted studies earnestly, and resultantly
found that a decrease in circumferential length of the rear
edge part of pipe or tube material can be restrained if the
rolling rolls are moved in the closing direction (in the di-
rection of approaching the center of pipe or tube material)
beyond the rolling position at the time when the central
part of pipe or tube material is rolled immediately after
the rear edge part of pipe or tube material has begun to
be rolled. The present invention was completed based
on this new knowledge of the present inventor.
[0013] The present invention provides a device with
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the features according to claim 3.
[0014] According to the above-described preferred
configuration, the yield of the rear edge part of pipe or
tube material can be increased while the decrease in
circumferential length of the rear edge part is restrained.
[0015] The present invention also provides a method
for manufacturing seamless pipes or tubes, wherein a
three-roll mandrel mill that adopts the device for adjusting
the rolling positions of rolling rolls described above is
used.
[0016] According to the present invention, poor roll-
biting of the front edge part of pipe or tube material rolled
by the three-roll mandrel mill can be restrained. Also,
according to the present invention, the decrease in cir-
cumferential length of the rear edge part of pipe or tube
material can be restrained.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0017]

Figure 1 is a schematic view showing a general con-
figuration of a rolling position adjusting device for
rolling rolls constituting a three-roll mandrel mill in
accordance with one embodiment of the present in-
vention.
Figure 2 is a graph schematically showing one ex-
ample of a change in rolling reduction of rolling rolls
R1 at the time when the front edge part of a pipe
material T is rolled by a first rolling stand (a rolling
stand on which the rolling rolls R1 are disposed)
shown in Figure 1.
Figure 3 is a graph schematically showing one ex-
ample of a change in rolling reduction of rolling rolls
R1 at the time when the rear edge part of a pipe
material T is rolled by a first rolling stand (a rolling
stand on which the rolling rolls R1 are disposed)
shown in Figure 1.
Figure 4 is a graph showing one example of a change
in circumferential length of a pipe material with re-
spect to longitudinal direction of the pipe material,
which is caused by a non-steady phenomenon when
the pipe material is rolled by a mandrel mill.

[Description of Embodiments]

[0018] One embodiment of the present invention will
now be described with reference to the accompanying
drawings as appropriate.
[0019] Figure 1 is a schematic view showing a general
configuration of a rolling position adjusting device for roll-
ing rolls constituting a three-roll mandrel mill in accord-
ance with one embodiment of the present invention.
[0020] As shown in Figure 1, a rolling position adjusting
device 100 in accordance with this embodiment is used
in a three-roll mandrel mill consisting of a total of six rolling
stands on each of which three rolling rolls are disposed
to elongation-roll the outside surface of a pipe material

T in the state in which a mandrel bar B is inserted into
the pipe material T in a spit form. Describing more spe-
cifically, the rolling position adjusting device 100 in ac-
cordance with this embodiment is configured so as to be
capable of adjusting the rolling positions of the rolling
rolls R1 to R6 disposed on the respective rolling stands
of the mandrel mill. For convenience, in Figure 1, the
rolling rolls R1 to R6 are shown so that two rolling rolls
are disposed on each of the rolling stands. Actually, how-
ever, there are three rolling rolls R1, three rolling rolls
R2, and so on up to R6 disposed so that the angle be-
tween the rolling directions is 120 degrees.
[0021] The rolling position adjusting device 100 has
pressing-down devices 1 (P1 to P6) for moving the rolling
rolls R1 to R6 in the rolling direction respectively, and a
control unit 2 for controlling the pressing-down devices 1.
[0022] The pressing-down device 1 is configured by a
hydraulic cylinder or the like.
[0023] The control unit 2 receives detection signals
sent from a detector (not shown), which is provided on
the entrance side of mandrel mill to detect the front edge
or the rear edge of the pipe material T, and detection
signals sent from a sensor (for example, a pulse gener-
ator attached to a conveyance roller for the pipe material
T) for detecting the conveyance speed of the pipe mate-
rial T. Based on the received detection signals, the control
unit 2 detects the timing of roll-biting of the front edge of
the pipe material T with the rolling stand or the timing of
withdrawal of the rear edge of the pipe material T from
the rolling stand.
[0024] Immediately after the front edge part of the pipe
material T has begun to be rolled by the rolling rolls dis-
posed on at least one rolling stand of the rolling rolls R1
to R6, the control unit 2 controls the pressing-down de-
vice 1 to move the concerned rolling rolls in the closing
direction.
[0025] Figure 2 is a graph schematically showing one
example of a change in rolling reduction of the rolling
rolls R1 at the time when the front edge part of the pipe
material T is rolled by a first rolling stand (a rolling stand
on which the rolling rolls R1 are disposed). As shown in
Figure 2, for example, in the front edge part of the pipe
material T, the rolling rolls R1 are closed so that the rolling
reduction changes from 0 mm to 8 mm immediately after
the start of rolling. Also, it is assumed that the length of
the pipe material T is 10 m, and a length region of 5%
from the front edge of the pipe material T (that is, a range
of 500 mm from the front edge) may have poor wall thick-
ness. That is, it is assumed that the rolling rolls R1 may
be closed so that the rolling reduction is 8 mm in the
period from the time when the front edge of the pipe ma-
terial T bites onto the first rolling stand to the time when
it passes through a position of 500 mm. If the conveyance
speed of the pipe material T is, for example, 1 m/sec, 0.5
sec elapses in the period from the time when the front
edge of the pipe material T bites onto the first rolling stand
to the time when it passes through a position of 500 mm.
In order to make the rolling reduction 8 mm in the time
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period of 0.5 sec (that is, to move the rolling rolls R1
through 8 mm in the closing direction), the rolling rolls
R1 must be moved in the closing direction at a speed of
16 mm/sec. As in the example shown in Figure 2, in order
to increase the yield of the front edge part of the pipe
material T (to reduce the length region having poor wall
thickness to 5% or less), the control unit 2 move the rolling
rolls R1 in the closing direction at a speed of 16 mm/sec
or higher by using the pressing-down device 1. In the
case where the length region having poor wall thickness
may be longer than 5% from the front edge of the pipe
material T, for example, in the case where the length
region having poor wall thickness may be 6%, the rolling
rolls R1 may be moved in the closing direction at a speed
of 13 mm/sec or higher.
[0026] Poor roll-biting does not necessarily occur on
the first rolling stand only. The movement of the rolling
rolls R1 in the closing direction immediately after the start
of rolling of the front edge part of the pipe material T on
the first rolling stand substantially reduces the rolling re-
duction of the front edge part on the first rolling stand. If
the rolling reduction of the front edge part is decreased
as described above on the first rolling stand, the rolling
reductions on the second and subsequent rolling stands
increase. Therefore, it is desirable to control the pressing-
down devices 1 on the second and subsequent rolling
stands as necessary as on the above-described first roll-
ing stand. For example, when the front edge part of the
pipe material T is rolled on the sixth rolling stand shown
in Figure 1 (the rolling stand on which the rolling rolls R6
are disposed), the rolling reduction of the rolling rolls R6
is changed as described below. For example, in the front
edge part of the pipe material T, the rolling rolls R6 are
closed so that the rolling reduction changes from 0 mm
to 0.8 mm immediately after the start of rolling. Also, it is
assumed that the length after rolling of the pipe material
T is 15 m, and a length region of 1% from the front edge
of the pipe material T (that is, a range of 150 mm from
the front edge) may have poor wall thickness. That is, it
is assumed that the rolling rolls R6 may be closed so that
the rolling reduction becomes 0.8 mm in the period from
the time when the front edge of the pipe material T bites
onto the sixth rolling stand to the time when it passes
through a position of 150 mm. If the conveyance speed
after rolling of the pipe material T is, for example, 3 m/sec,
0.05 sec elapses in the period from the time when the
front edge of the pipe material T bites onto the sixth rolling
stand to the time when it passes through a position of
150 mm. In order to make the rolling reduction 0.8 mm
in the time period of 0.05 sec (that is, to move the rolling
rolls R6 through 0.8 mm in the closing direction), the roll-
ing rolls R6 must be moved in the closing direction at a
speed of 16 mm/sec. In order to increase the yield of the
front edge part of the pipe material T so as to reduce the
length region having poor wall thickness to 1% or less,
it is preferable that the control unit 2 move the rolling rolls
R6 in the closing direction at a speed of 16 mm/sec or
higher by using the pressing-down device 1.

[0027] Immediately after the rear edge part of the pipe
material T has begun to be rolled by the rolling rolls dis-
posed on at least one rolling stand of the rolling rolls R1
to R6, the control unit 2 controls the pressing-down de-
vice 1 to move the concerned rolling rolls in the closing
direction.
[0028] Figure 3 is a graph schematically showing one
example of a change in rolling reduction of the rolling
rolls R1 at the time when the rear edge part of the pipe
material T is rolled by the first rolling stand. As shown in
Figure 3, for example, in the rear edge part of the pipe
material T, the rolling rolls R1 are closed so that the rolling
reduction increases by 4 mm immediately after the start
of rolling. It is assumed that the length of the pipe material
T is 10 m, and a length region of 2.5% from the first po-
sition of the rear edge part of the pipe material T (that is,
a range of 250 mm from the first position of the rear edge
part) may have poor wall thickness. That is, it is assumed
that the rolling rolls R1 may be closed so that the rolling
reduction becomes 4 mm in the period from the time when
the first position of the rear edge part of the pipe material
T bites onto the first rolling stand to the time when it pass-
es through a position of 250 mm. If the conveyance speed
of the pipe material T is, for example, 1 m/sec, 0.25 sec
elapses in the period from the time when the first position
of the rear edge part of the pipe material T bites onto the
first rolling stand to the time when it passes through a
position of 250 mm. In order to make the rolling reduction
4 mm in the time period of 0.25 sec (that is, to move the
rolling rolls R1 through 4 mm in the closing direction), the
rolling rolls R1 must be moved in the closing direction at
a speed of 16 mm/sec. As in the example shown in Figure
2, in order to increase the yield of the rear edge part of
the pipe material T (to reduce the length region having
poor wall thickness to 2.5% or less), the control unit 2
move the rolling rolls R1 in the closing direction at a speed
of 16 mm/sec or higher by using the pressing-down de-
vice 1. In the case where the length region having poor
wall thickness may be longer than 2.5% from the first
position of the rear edge part of the pipe material T, for
example, in the case where the length region having poor
wall thickness may be 3%, the rolling rolls R1 may be
moved in the closing direction at a speed of 13 mm/sec
or higher.
[0029] Difficultly in securing the circumferential length
does not necessarily arise on the first rolling stand only.
Rather, in order to draw the mandrel bar B out of the pipe
material T once rolling is completed in the mandrel mill,
it is important to secure the circumferential length of the
pipe material T after rolling on the final rolling stand.
Therefore, it is desirable to control the pressing-down
devices 1 on the second and subsequent rolling stands,
especially on the final rolling stand, as necessary as on
the above-described first rolling stand. Considering the
equipment investment cost, the pressing-down device 1
may be controlled on the fifth and sixth rolling stands
only. For example, when the rear edge part of the pipe
material T is rolled on the sixth rolling stand shown in
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Figure 1 (the rolling stand on which the rolling rolls R6
are disposed), the rolling reduction of the rolling rolls R6
is changed as described below. For example, in the rear
edge part of the pipe material T, the rolling rolls R6 are
closed so that the rolling reduction increases by 2 mm
immediately after the start of rolling. It is assumed that
the length after rolling of the pipe material T is 15 m, and
a length region of 2.5% from the first position of the rear
edge part of the pipe material T (that is, a range of 375
mm from the first position of the rear edge part) may have
poor wall thickness. That is, it is assumed that the rolling
rolls R6 may be closed so that the rolling reduction be-
comes 2 mm in the period from the time when the first
position of the rear edge part of the pipe material T bites
onto the sixth rolling stand to the time when it passes
through a position of 375 mm. If the conveyance speed
of the pipe material T is, for example, 3 m/sec, 0.125 sec
elapses in the period from the time when the first position
of the rear edge part of the pipe material T bites onto the
sixth rolling stand to the time when it passes through a
position of 375 mm. In order to make the rolling reduction
2 mm in the time period of 0.125 sec (that is, to move the
rolling rolls R6 through 2 mm in the closing direction), the
rolling rolls R6 must be moved in the closing direction at
a speed of 16 mm/sec. In order to increase the yield of
the rear edge part of the pipe material T (to reduce the
length region having poor wall thickness to 2.5% or less),
the control unit 2 move the rolling rolls R6 in the closing
direction at a speed of 16 mm/sec or higher by using the
pressing-down device 1.

Claims

1. A device for adjusting the rolling positions of rolling
rolls disposed on at least a first rolling stand and a
second rolling stand constituting a three-roll mandrel
mill, the device comprising:

a pressing-down device (1, P1 to P6) for moving
the rolling rolls (R1 to R6) in the rolling direction;
and
a control unit (2) for controlling the pressing-
down device (1, P1 to P6),
characterized in that immediately after a front
edge part of a pipe or tube material (T) has be-
gun to be rolled by the rolling rolls (R1) of said
first rolling stand, the control unit (2) controls the
pressing-down device (1, P1) to move the rolling
rolls (R1) of said first rolling stand in the closing
direction at a speed of 16 millimeters per second
or higher so that the rolling reduction changes
from 0 mm to 8 mm, and
thereafter the control unit (2) controls the press-
ing-down device (1, P1) to keep the rolling po-
sitions of the moved rolling rolls (R1).

2. A method for manufacturing seamless pipes or

tubes, wherein a three-roll mandrel mill that adopts
the device for adjusting the rolling positions of rolling
rolls (R1 to R6) according to claim 1 is used.

3. A device for adjusting the rolling positions of rolling
rolls disposed on at least one rolling stand constitut-
ing a three-roll mandrel mill, the device comprising:

a pressing-down device (1, P1 to P6) for moving
the rolling rolls (R1 to R6) in the rolling direction;
and
a control unit (2) for controlling the pressing-
down device (1, P1 to P6),
characterized in that immediately after a rear
edge part of a pipe or tube material (T) has be-
gun to be rolled by the rolling rolls (R1 to R6),
the control unit (2) controls the pressing-down
device (1, P1 to P6) to move the rolling rolls (R1
to R6) in the closing direction at a speed of 16
millimeters per second or higher.

4. A method for manufacturing seamless pipes or
tubes, wherein a three-roll mandrel mill that adopts
the device for adjusting the rolling positions of rolling
rolls (R1 to R6) according to claim 3 is used.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung zum Einstellen der Walzpositionen von
Rollwalzen, die auf mindestens einem ersten Walz-
gerüst und/oder einem zweiten Walzgerüst, die ein
Drei-Walzen-Dornwalzwerk bilden, angeordnet
sind, wobei die Vorrichtung umfasst:

eine Niederdrückvorrichtung (1, P1 bis P6) zum
Bewegen der Rollwalzen (R1 bis R6) in der
Walzrichtung; und
eine Steuer-/Regeleinheit (2) zum Steuern
und/oder Regeln der Niederdrückvorrichtung (1,
P1 bis P6),
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass unmittelbar
nachdem ein vorderer Randabschnitt eines
Rohr- oder Röhrenmaterials (T) durch die Roll-
walzen (R1) des ersten Walzgerüsts zu walzen
angefangen wurde, die Steuer-/Regeleinheit (2)
die Niederdrückvorrichtung (1, P1) steuert
und/oder regelt, um die Rollwalzen (R1) des ers-
ten Walzgerüsts entlang der Schließrichtung mit
einer Geschwindigkeit von 16 Millimetern pro
Sekunde oder mehr zu bewegen, sodass sich
die Walzreduktion von 0 mm auf 8 mm ändert,
und danach die Steuer-/Regeleinheit (2) die Nie-
derdrückvorrichtung (1, P1) steuert und/oder re-
gelt, um die Walzpositionen der bewegten Roll-
walzen (R1) beizubehalten.

2. Verfahren zur Herstellung von nahtlosen Rohren
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oder Röhren, wobei ein Drei-Walzen-Dornwalzwerk,
das die Vorrichtung zum Einstellen der Walzpositi-
onen der Rollwalzen (R1 bis R6) gemäß Anspruch
1 anwendet, verwendet wird.

3. Vorrichtung zum Einstellen der Walzpositionen von
Rollwalzen, die auf mindestens einem Walzgerüst,
das ein Drei-Walzen-Dornwalzwerk bildet, angeord-
net sind, wobei die Vorrichtung umfasst:

eine Niederdrückvorrichtung (1, P1 bis P6) zum
Bewegen der Rollwalzen (R1 bis R6) in der
Walzrichtung; und
eine Steuer-/Regeleinheit (2) zum Steuern
und/oder Regeln der Niederdrückvorrichtung (1,
P1 bis P6),
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass unmittelbar
nachdem ein hinterer Randabschnitt eines
Rohr- oder Röhrenmaterials (T) durch die Roll-
walzen (R1) angefangen wurde zu walzen, die
Steuer-/Regeleinheit (2) die Niederdrückvor-
richtung (1, P1 bis P6) steuert und/oder regelt,
um die Rollwalzen (R1) entlang der Schließrich-
tung mit einer Geschwindigkeit von 16 Millime-
tern pro Sekunde oder mehr zu bewegen.

4. Verfahren zur Herstellung von nahtlosen Rohren
oder Röhren, wobei ein Drei-Walzen-Dornwalzwerk,
das die Vorrichtung zum Einstellen der Walzpositi-
onen der Rollwalzen (R1 bis R6) gemäß Anspruch
3 anwendet, verwendet wird.

Revendications

1. Dispositif pour ajuster les positions de laminage des
cylindres de laminage disposés sur au moins une
première cage de laminage et une seconde cage de
laminage constituant un laminoir continu à trois cy-
lindres, le dispositif comprenant :

un dispositif de pression (1, P1 à P6) pour dé-
placer les cylindres de laminage (R1 à R6) dans
la direction de laminage; et
une unité de commande (2) pour commander le
dispositif de pression (1, P1 à P6),
caractérisé en ce qu’immédiatement après
qu’une partie de bord avant d’un matériau de
tuyau ou de tube (T) a commencé a être laminée
par les cylindres de laminage (R1) de ladite pre-
mière cage de laminage, l’unité de commande
(2) commande le dispositif de pression (1, P1)
pour déplacer les cylindres de laminage (R1) de
ladite première cage de laminage dans la direc-
tion de fermeture à une vitesse de 16 millimètres
par seconde ou plus de sorte que la réduction
de laminage passe de 0 mm à 8 mm ; et
après quoi, l’unité de commande (2) commande

le dispositif de pression (1, P1) pour maintenir
les positions de laminage des cylindres de lami-
nage (R1) déplacés.

2. Procédé pour fabriquer des tuyaux ou tubes sans
soudure, dans lequel on utilise un laminoir continu
à trois cylindres qui adopte le dispositif pour ajuster
les positions de laminage des cylindres de laminage
(R1 à R6) selon la revendication 1.

3. Dispositif pour ajuster les positions de laminage des
cylindres de laminage disposés sur au moins une
cage de laminage constituant un laminoir continu à
trois cylindres, le dispositif comprenant :

un dispositif de pression (1, P1 à P6) pour dé-
placer les cylindres de laminage (R1 à R6) dans
la direction de laminage; et
une unité de commande (2) pour commander le
dispositif de pression (1, P1 à P6),
caractérisé en ce qu’immédiatement après
qu’une partie de bord arrière d’un matériau de
tuyau ou de tube (T) a commencé à être laminée
par les cylindres de laminage (R1 à R6), l’unité
de commande (2) commande le dispositif de
pression (1, P1 à P6) pour déplacer les cylindres
de laminage (R1 à R6) dans la direction de fer-
meture à une vitesse de 16 millimètres par se-
conde ou plus.

4. Procédé pour fabriquer des tuyaux ou tubes sans
soudure, dans lequel on utilise un laminoir continu
à trois cylindres qui adopte le dispositif pour ajuster
les positions de laminage des cylindres de laminage
(R1 à R6) selon la revendication 3.
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